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About This Game

EX0: Dark Moon is an indie retro-ish puzzle platformer made by about two and a half teens.

In it, you play as a plucky little robot named EX0 (his pluckiness is implied) who must ultimately save earth from the evil dark
slimes.

Run, jump, and shoot your way through slimes, skeletons, drones, spikes, and trap blocks to get to the portal at the end of each
level. But wait, you won't be able to beat the level with your starting stats. To win, you'll have to pick up coins throughout the

level and use them to upgrade your abilities when you die.

The more you upgrade, the higher the upgrades cost, and the more you die, the less points you get for the level. Go for that spicy
high score!

FEATURES:

-Robots, slimes, and skeletons. Oh my.

-Around 30 delicious homemade levels.

-Seven big and bad bosses. Each one bigger and badder than the last.

-Six upgradable stats: Ammo, health, jump, multi, speed, and time.
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-Cheatcodes and color swapping!

-More than six pixels.
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Ignore that I only have 5 hours on the steam version, my computer tanked and I could not play it for 5 months, and bought it on
X-Box Live, played the hell out of it there. Now that I can play it here, I am still loving it.

Review time.

The game is randomly generated, I don't know about most people but I have no need for progression, the free-play mode is more
than enough to keep me coming back to it. And as I play in spurts, I have to start over at training difficulty each time I start
playing intensively, and the game adapts and gives you more of a challenge as it goes on. With that said, it is extremely
rewarding when you finish a brutal level. The game is very challenging and has endless replay value to me as the game is
different every time I play.. So much fun, hella addicting. Played this with my brother, we just kept laughing because we
absolutely suck at this game.. Incredible. One of those games that just sucks you into its beautiful, calm, peaceful world and
makes you wish y ou were a bird. Buy it!. Awesome game.. Hidden Object 6-in-1 Bundle:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If you are a fan of hidden and object games, you going to be well-served here. Alawar Entertainment have concocted an
interesting and well-priced bundle for you to enjoy. Personally, I own a good collection of this genre of game and I enjoy most
of them. So far, I have played four of the six games in this bundle and have actually finished two of them. If you are used to this
genre, it will take you between 4 to 6 hours to play a game from start to finish.

Of the four games that I played, 2 stand out of the pack for me. The first one is The Lake House. I really like the story of this
game and the puzzles are very good to.

The second one is Mexicana: Deadly Holiday. The artwork is excellent and the puzzles are quite challenging.

Kronville: Stolen Dreams is a bit on the easy side in regards to the puzzles. Still enjoyable but fairly easy.

Panopticon: Path of reflection is fairly easy too. Interesting story in the milieu of magic and illusion.

I have not tried Cruel Games and The Other Side. I will update my review when I have.

It is very difficult to rate this due to the fact that it is a bundle so I will give this bundle the following after playing four of the
six games.

 7/10

Key provided by developer/publisher for review purposes. Any opinions expressed are entirely my own!
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This won't read like a Thumbs up review, but there is no maybe button.
First, a disclaimer. I have been looking for a Twin stick shooter rpg for ages. This almost fills the void.

Pros:
The controls are solid. The character responds well to commands.
The music is pretty fantastic.
The graphics, while simple, are pretty well done. I love dem square trees.
You can feel pretty powerful.

_______

Cons:
The bullets (pixels) are incredibly glowy. After a few levels, it's just about all you can see. But it doesn't matter much because;

The game is waaaay too easy. Once you implement resource management and get a few upgraded equips, you neve run out of
ammo. Which isn't even a complaint really, I hate ammo hunting, but when I can one shot an entire room and kill the final boss
before I get a good look at him, things are a tad too easy.

The game is waaaaay too short. I put like 3 hours into it and it's done. Which is unfortunate, because I was a lot of fun,

The interface. It's not pretty, and doesn't offer a lot of information about what you're looking at. For example, if you're crafting
and you want to know how much ammo one of your equips have, you have to leave the crafting table, open up your inventory,
and equip the item. There are no tooltips, except to tell you what each item does (also not available while crafting). Some simple
quality of life enhancements would make this game a TON better.

Small gripe, the monsters don't die as soon as they take a killing blow, and that can be frustrating. It's like, ok, he's dead, but he
still got a hit on you after taking all that damage and oh look, now he explodes.
_____

The Breakdown:
I like this game. I really do. I'm also glad I got it on sale, because at it's current state, I would have felt a tad dissapointed. I DID
have fun with it, and I think a lot of people will, but it just doesnt feel complete.

The BrightSide:
The developer is being very active. There have already been a few updates that introduce new features, with more on the way.
So if you can bare with it through some of it's growing pains, then I would say it's an absolute buy. Now get out there and shoot
some pixels!

Gaming on Ubuntu 14.04. Pixel Boy runs great on it.. like it, can be played by people of most ages.
. quite atmospheric and addictive, but not for the price. OK this game looks like fun but it has 0 customerization of the key and
I don't think these kinda games are suitable to play in the keyboard ! I hate actually playing it on keyboard !. I'm just about six
hours in and I have to say I like it! My main base is up and running at high efficiency. I have found one of the other bases,
looted it for spare parts and took all of the stored food back to the main base; almost ran out of oxygen trying to get back!
Contracted some radiation sickness on a long expedition but found some anti-radiation pills to get me back to health.

All-in-all, if you want to be Mark Watney for a while, this is your game!
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